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I T WA S E V E R Y
PA R E N T ’ S
NIGHTMARE
COME TRUE.

he had sent and compared
that to how many were on his
phone. Sure enough, she found
that he had deleted several
messages. After showing him
this evidence, Eric finally
admitted that he had, in fact,
sent the picture.

“One afternoon the vice
principal called me,” Tammy
said.1 “He overheard a rumor
that our son, Eric, had taken a
photo of a particular body part
with his phone and sent it to a
girl in his class.”

Unfortunately his confession
only led to another frustrating
argument. In Eric’s opinion,
what he had done was “no big
deal.” Tammy decided to call a
friend who works for the local
police department to set up a
meeting. “Eric either didn’t get
it or didn’t care—I needed to
do something more than just
talk at him,” she explained. Eric
expected to sit through a quick
lecture from their family friend
at the precinct, but when they
arrived, he was whisked into an
interrogation room. A detective
sternly explained the possible
implications of sending these
types of photos—which many
states view as distribution of
child pornography.

“I thought you might want to
talk with him about it after
school,” the vice principal told
this utterly mortified mom.
As you can imagine, Tammy’s
son emphatically denied
sending the photo. They argued.
Eric stood by his side of the
story and accurately reminded
his mom that he had never
been in trouble at school
before. But Tammy, who had
always felt like she was close
to Eric, knew she needed to
dig deeper. She checked the
statement from their service
provider to see how many texts
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We asked Tammy, “So did he
learn a lesson from that?”
“You bet he did. All three of our
boys did.”

Tammy handled the incident admirably. But most of us have no
idea what we’re supposed to do in situations like this. Kids have
always made mistakes while they’re growing up—that part is
normal. But as Tammy bemoaned, “This feels like a whole different
level.” Mistakes like these can have very serious consequences, and
as parents this is the water we swim in every day with our kids
and their digital devices.
“ I ’ D L I K E T O M E E T T H E G E N I US W H O T H O U G H T,
‘ L E T ’S G I V E T E E NAG E B OYS A C A M E R A T H E Y C A N
C A R RY A R O U N D W I T H T H E M A N D T H E N G I V E
T H E M T H E A B I L I T Y T O S H A R E PH OT O S O N A
W H I M . ’ TA L K A B O U T A CO LO S S A L LY B A D I D E A . ”
—A nd r es , dad of t wo

I D EN T I FY T H E I SS U E
WHERE DOES TECHNOLOGY BELONG?
The pace of technological change has surpassed anyone’s capacity
to develop enough wisdom to handle it.”
—Andy Crouch2
For several decades, with what feels like ever-increasing
momentum, families have ushered one game-changing new
system, appliance, or device after another into our homes—
some into our kitchens, others into our garages.
But the ones that have caused parents some of the biggest
headaches are those that land directly in kids’ hands.3
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We typically refer to a lot
of our kids’ technology as
media. The origin of the word
media essentially just means
“middle.”4 And that fits, doesn’t
it? Media is intended to be an
intermediary that connects
people with one another, but
often it ends up doing the
opposite.5 It gets in the middle
and drives a wedge between us
instead.
More recently, we’ve added new
words to our media vocabulary:
social and digital.
In both cases, these words
differentiate our newer devices
from the older analog ones
we’ve been using for a while
like radio, TV, film, and recorded
music. Analog and digital may
look and act pretty similar on
the surface, but they actually
have fundamentally different
principles behind how they
work (we’ll spare you the
details).6 The bottom line is
that analog is a polite way of
saying old media.
When we say digital media,
we’re talking about a puzzle of
computers, microchips, software,
video games, and the Internet
that coalesced together as one
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big phenomenon in the early
2000s.7 Today this has grown to
include laptops, smartphones,
tablets, and any other
interactive devices capable
of connecting to the Internet.
The two key distinctions that
separate digital from analog
are the ways in which digital
media is interactive and
interconnected.
What has been so tricky for
parents about digital media
is that while it may look and
feel a lot like the analog media
we’re used to, it’s actually a
whole new world. The move to
digital media is a way bigger
paradigm shift than moving
from cassette tapes to CDs, as
radical as that felt a couple of
decades ago.8
To use another analogy, we
haven’t just upgraded our
baseball bat from wood to
aluminum. We started playing
hockey instead.
New paradigms require whole
new perspectives to answer a
whole new set of questions.
But this is the rub: We only
have old-perspective answers
to new-perspective questions.
This is why it can feel so

disorienting. Scholars and experts used to be able to provide
parents with straightforward and practical answers to their media
questions. Parents had the sense that there were certain right and
wrong parenting strategies when it came to media. Those waters
are far murkier today.
Maybe you’ve felt this too. One mom we spoke with told us, “I’m
so sick of the rules! We keep getting all this stuff from our kids’
schools about what to do and it is usually totally unrealistic. It’s no
help.” Similarly, this year my kids’ school sent home one newsletter
encouraging us that kids shouldn’t have more than an hour of
screen time each day, and another newsletter saying they are
supposed to spend at least an hour a day doing work on computerbased reading and math programs.
What’s a parent supposed to do?
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NOT “ T H E ” R I G H T C H O I C E ,
BU T YO U R R I G H T C H O I C E
When we talk about digital media in this book, we are not
suggesting there is ONE right way to handle decisions. This
is an invitation to step into the digital world of kids with
greater understanding and create a plan that’s right for your
family. Just like when we “right click” on our devices a menu
appears that prompts us to choose what we want to do next,
throughout this book we’ve sprinkled a host of options and
suggestions. But ultimately you need to choose what fits your
family best. We know families, but we don’t know your family.
In the process of helping you devise a strategy that works
for your family, we hope this resource helps you to step back,
look at the big picture, and think about your options together.
From this new perspective, you will hopefully find a handful
of suggestions that alleviate some of your family’s conflict
or frustration over technology. If you have younger kids, you
might even implement new ideas now that will help lay the
groundwork for when they’re older.
More than anything else, our prayer is that technology will
move from being something that drives your family apart to
something that brings your family together.
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R EFR A M E O U R V I EW
SHIF TING MENTAL MODELS

O NC E U P O N A T I M E ...
Imagine a charming little village like the ones you see in
fairy tales. It is part of a kingdom within which citizens travel
and trade. Everyone speaks the same language, uses the
same currency, marries within the same social circles, and
holds the same values. Since the borders of the kingdom are
well defined, its citizens enjoy both stability and peace.
Now imagine that one day the prince of this kingdom
decides to marry a princess from a faraway land. At first,
this is exciting news! People feel a thrill as they watch the
strangers from this exotic new culture parade through their
town on the way to the wedding. The royal couple even
promises that this will be an era filled with all sorts of new
opportunities that benefit citizens of both countries.
But after the honeymoon, the royal marriage slowly starts
changing life across the kingdom—and life in our little
village—more than anticipated. The culture that has been
treasured now has to adapt in order to accommodate new
patterns of life. People start adopting practices from an
unfamiliar new culture. A shift this monumental takes years,
or even decades, before the dust finally settles.

T H E E N D.
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PRETTY UNSATISFYING ENDING, HUH?
Well, this is where we live.9
Centuries ago, when one kingdom was conquered by or united
with another, a long process of change would begin that touched
on almost every aspect of people’s lives. We are currently in the
midst of a similar shift as our existing world slowly adopts and
adapts to its new partner in the wake of the digital revolution. We
remember how things were and the excitement of the wedding
day (Remember your first smartphone?). But now we find ourselves
caught in a world changing more rapidly than we imagined
possible. The majority of marriages that end in divorce do so
between the third and tenth year—that’s where we are with digital
media. There are good days and bad days. We’re not sure how well
this is really going to work out.
This presents us with quite a different set of challenges from
those faced by our own parents and grandparents. The earlier
transitions from print to radio, or from radio to television, were
significant and had implications for how parents raised their kids.
But these were all steps along the same path. Ours is a unique
challenge because digital media has not simply taken the next
step forward; it has leapt onto a totally new continent.
It is helpful to stop and let this sink in.
So often we worry how we’re doing as parents when it comes to
media and our kids, but we truly are trailblazers. If it feels like
you’re making it up as you go along … that’s because you are!
It is also valuable to point out that our kids didn’t ask for this.
They’re trailblazers too, but they just want to grow up safely and
happily. This is more of a burden than we realize. When one group
of researchers asked kids about their experiences online, they
mentioned things like:
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“Propositions to meet from people I do not know.”
—Boy, a ge twe lve

“One time I was looking for a game and rude
pictures came on the computer, people without
clothes on.”
—Gi r l, a ge te n

“Pop up things where you have to buy something.”
—Boy, a ge te n 1 0

The digital world can be a scary and confusing place for kids. As
adults, we have perspectives of a world both with and without
digital media. Our kids may sense that we miss how things used to
be, but they’ll never understand why.
They’re just trying to make sense of the only world they know.

A TA L E O F T WO P E R S P E C T I V E S
Kids are learning to understand and use media in radically
new ways. The biggest stumbling block for parents is often
not what we do, but how we think about media. When we fail
to understand how our kids think about it, our conversations
about boundaries, rules, and good decisions get lost in
translation.
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THE FAU LT IN OUR STATS
Throughout this book, we are providing research-based
benchmarks to help you think about when and how to allow
kids to begin using certain digital media. It is important that
we include a caveat here. Based on the existing research, it
is difficult for us to make these recommendations for three
reasons:
1.

D I G I TA L M E D I A I S ST I L L R E L AT I V E LY N E W.
It’s changing rapidly enough that there isn’t much solid
research available yet. A few years ago, I heard a scholar
present his recently completed PhD dissertation at an
academic conference. He had done a rather brilliant study
… on MySpace. Immediately after he finished, every hand
in the room shot up, eager to ask the obvious question,
“What about Facebook?!” Today the questions would reflect
the multitude of social media platforms challenging
Facebook’s prominence.
The kind of “media effects” research that is used to support
usage recommendations gets better and better as more
scholars are able to weigh in, tinker with variables, and
retest certain hypotheses in different contexts.11

2 . A LOT O F E X I ST I NG R E SE A RC H T R E AT S
M I NO R S, CO L L E G E ST U D E N T S, O R PA R E N T S
A N D A D U LT S A S SE PA R AT E CAT E G O R I E S.
It doesn’t look at families as a whole or trace any
progression from one developmental stage to the next.12
This means that we do not yet have a clear sense of how
much of what young people are doing online is just a
digital version of acting like adolescents and how much
reflects behaviors they will carry with them into adulthood.
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3. T H I S I S E SPE C I A L LY T RU E W H E N I T CO M E S
T O R E SE A RC H O N SE X , S O C I A L M E D I A , A N D
YO U NG PE O PL E .
Topics related to sex and young people are notoriously
difficult to investigate.13 Most researchers steer clear of
projects involving minors’ sexual behaviors because of all
the approvals, permissions, and paperwork involved. That’s
why most of what we see in popular media is based on
informal online polls rather than actual empirical study.
Even in the limited amount of studies we do have, it
is difficult to trust the data. Imagine your kids being
interviewed by a random adult stranger about their sexual
behaviors, identity, or attitudes. Do you think they would
feel comfortable or answer honestly? Does a seventeenyear-old boy respond differently to questions about his sex
life when talking with a young adult female interviewer
versus an older male one? Totally! It is very difficult to
account for how the various age- and gender-related
dynamics in these studies skew the results.
People in our position, translating this type of research
into resources, don’t do parents any favors by reducing
complex studies into deceivingly straightforward statistics.
We advise parents to take what they see in the news or
hear about from others with a grain of salt and make sure
they pay close attention to their own families.
We spoke about this with parents, and one mom, the wife
of a research scientist, summed it up quite nicely: “We
don’t worry about all that. They’ve done studies on kids,
but they haven’t done a study on our kids.”
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N A M E T H E G OA L
RELATIONSHIPS, NOT JUST R U LES
Gaining a big-picture grasp of
what makes digital technology
so different from what’s come
before helps us as parents
to be equipped to deal with
the questions and concerns
we have now and be able to
address future issues as they
arise.14 The goal is to have
great relationships with our
kids. Media will be in the
middle of that somehow.
Rather than a divider, we want
it to be a middle ground—a
common ground where families
connect.

grandfathers never played
them. But now I still love
games and so do the kids, and
that has been a big connection
for us. We get to do it together.”
Nicolas noticed how, alongside
the challenges we face as
trailblazers, we also have a lot
of great new opportunities to
connect with our kids.

Megan, a mom from Michigan,
actually thanked me at the
end of our interview for a
chance to pause and think
about this. “You know, we’ve
been struggling a lot lately,
One dad we spoke with made
and I forget sometimes how
a helpful observation about
we do enjoy technology
his own video gaming habits.
together and even benefit from
Nicolas said, “It’s funny because it. I’m grateful for that. I get
I always assumed I would
frustrated at times, but at the
outgrow video games at a
end of the day, am I glad we
certain point. I guess I thought have this stuff? Definitely.”
that because my dad and my
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“I was struggling recently with some things, and my
nineteen year-old sent me a lot of encouragements
by text. I thought, ‘Wow, this has come full circle. I’m
getting fed back spiritually now.’ I try to tell parents
that, because I think it’s encouraging to know that it
does come full circle.” —Amy, mom o f t h r ee

N AV I GAT E
COVENANT RELATIONSHIPS
Many families, including our own, have found common media
ground through covenant agreements. A covenant or “media
contract” gives your family an opportunity to craft some
language that describes how all of you will—and will not—use
media. It helps create a consistent, shared way of life together—
one in which everyone feels heard, valued, and where boundaries
exist to connect us, not separate. Through the course of this
book, we hope to help you create a covenant that is tailor-made
for your unique family—your own “common media ground.”
If an actual written covenant doesn’t seem like a good fit for
your family, that’s totally fine. One mom of now college-aged
kids told us, “We didn’t do a written covenant, but I do think we
had a kind of verbal covenant and consensus about what our
expectations were.” That is the goal here: consistent consensus
about your family’s expectations. In many cases, our prompts
center around phrases like “Ask your kids …” and “Think about
how …” Intentional reflection and conversation about media can
itself provide a valuable “restart” for our current practices.
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At points we will also suggest some changes in how we
parents live out our own media use. That’s the hard medicine
to swallow here. As different as digital media is, our kids still
observe and imitate how we use it. One of the things we
learned through our Sticky Faith research is applicable to
media: You tend to get what you are.15 What we mean is that
our faith is often the best predictor of our kids’ faith. When
it comes to digital media, it’s likely that a similar principle is
at work.16 But our modeling is often unspoken, evolving, and
involves our everyday lives and work.

I T TA K E S A N E T WO R K
When we sat down with parents in focus groups expecting
to get some great questions and practical ideas, we often
found that simply having a discussion about digital media was
extremely helpful for parents. It provided an opportunity to
share tips and strategies, many of which ended up in this book.
Several of these church-based parent groups also realized
that their kids were part of tightly connected social networks
online, but they as parents were not.
With analog media in the past, families only felt responsible
for the media decisions made in their own homes. In one
sense, it was an age of “every family for themselves.” Digital
media has connected us to other families locally and globally
in ways we’ve never before imagined. That also means new
doors have opened for parents to support each other more
than we may realize. The more tightly knit and well connected
your family’s social network is both on and offline, the easier it
will be to deal with digital media. We heard this theme in our
conversations with parents. So as you read this book and think
about the implications for your own family, consider expanding
these conversations to include others, or even think about
using this resource as a group study guide.
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At the end of each chapter, we have included discussion
questions to help us think together about digital media. You
can use these with your spouse, friends, a book club, a small
group, or your whole family. Our hope is that we can be more
open and honest with each other about what we’re struggling
with in the midst of our changing world.

“ I T H I N K I FA I L E D A S A
PA R E N T. TOTA L LY.”
Tammy was willing to share her story with us, and with other
parents at church, even though it was an embarrassing “total
fail” moment for her as a mom. She was comfortable admitting
that when it comes to digital media, “I fail at it every time, but
I have to keep trying. A lot of parents just look the other way,
but I don’t want to do that.”
We are all struggling with feelings of failure and fatigue when
it comes to the constant challenges we face because of digital
media.
As we spoke with parents, we were struck by how negatively
so many of them evaluated their own performance. These were
folks who were recommended to us by their pastors and peers
at church. And based on our research, we knew that many of
these parents were all-stars. Yet in their own minds, they often
thought the opposite was true.
So if nothing else, we hope you will be encouraged as you keep
reading. You’re probably already doing a much better job than
you think! Investing your time in reading this book is evidence
that you refuse to parent in autopilot mode, and that’s half
the battle when it comes to digital media. Let’s get to work on
this together! Our kids need us in this part of their world more
than ever.
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D ISCUSSI O N QU ESTI O NS
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1

When you hear the terms “social media” and “digital
technology,” what are the first few words, feelings, or
thoughts that come to mind?

2

Imagine a typical day in the life of your family when it
comes to using media. If we were flies on the wall at your
house, who would we see using which devices, in what
parts of the house, at which times during the day?
TIP: Ask your kids this question—they might surprise you
with their answers.

3

At this point, what are your family’s biggest struggles or
tensions when it comes to technology?

4

How do you feel about your responses to these three
questions? With whom else do you need to share those
reactions?

5

Make a list of several ways you think your family’s life is
better because of digital media. What are some positives
that you can celebrate and be grateful for?

6

If you are married, do you feel like you and your
spouse are on the same page when it comes to digital
technology? Why or why not?
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EVERY PARE NT ’S GUIDE TO N AVI GATIN G
O UR DIGITAL WO R LD ?
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